
 
Figure 1.  Illustration of balloon model method of sampling 
ADC values in patient 1.  An initial ROI is drawn around 
the region of contrast enhancement, then inflated.  At each 
step of inflation ADC is sampled at each surface based 
vertex point.  Sampled profiles are then grouped into 
recurring and non-recurring profiles based on the recurrence 
ROI drawn at the later date (T2). 

Figure 2.  Results from the tumor profiles from 
each patient.  Data are averaged at each radial 
distance from initial tumor ROI from 0-15mm.  
Each patient exhibits a zone of decreased ADC, 
indicative of tumor invasion and hypercellularity. 
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INTRODUCTION 
The degree of tumor invasion is difficult to assess in many types of brain cancer and is thought to be the primary reason for failure of 
surgical excision and focal radiation therapy. Diffusion weighted 
imaging (DWI) measures the movement of water molecules and has 
been described as an indirect proxy of cellular density.  Based on a 
recent report (1), we hypothesized that diffusion characteristics at the 
edge of contrast-enhanced tumor may be useful for quantifying the 
degree of tumor invasion and potentially predict locations of 
radiographic recurrence. 
 

METHODS 
Four patients who underwent clinical MRI studies, which included 
DWI, were analyzed for this study.  Patients all presented with 
pathologically confirmed WHO Grade 4 Glioblastoma Multiforme 
(GBM).  Patients underwent sub-total resections, and their standard of 
care included radiation treatment and chemotherapy.  Patients were 
chosen because of eventual tumor recurrence defined by new contrast 
enhancement on MRI that did not resolve. MRI data gathered the date 
prior to recurrence (T1) (43, 26, 96 and 28days prior) were compared 
to that acquired at recurrence (T2).  A region of interest (ROI) was 
drawn encompassing contrast-enhancing tumor at both time points 
(Figure 1) creating two separate regions of interest.  A surface model 
was wrapped around the T1 ROI and partially smoothed, creating a 
“balloon model”.  This surface was then inflated isotropically in 1mm 
steps, and ADC values were sampled at each inflation step.  The T2 
ROI was also sampled onto the balloon model at each inflation step, 
allowing the separation of profile steps into “recurring” and “non-
recurring” types.  Resulting profiles were then thresholded to exclude 
CSF valued ADC voxels, averaged and plotted.  
 

RESULTS 
The balloon model profiles, when categorized into recurring and non-recurring tissue, show striking evidence indicative of tumor invasion 
at the time point prior to contrast enhancement (Figure 2).  The profiles show heightened ADC straddling troughs of decreased ADC.  This 
potentially can be explained by heightened edema surrounding an invasive 
“tumor cell bed”.  In patients 1 and 3 the area of decreased ADC (tumor bed) 
appears to lie between 3-5mm beyond the edge of the initial contrast 
enhancement, while patient’s 2 peaks at 10mm and P4 peaks at 8-9mm. 
 

DISCUSSION 
The troughs visible in the balloon model profiles are suggestive of subtle 
hypercellularity, or “tumor cell beds”, progressively invading outward from 
the contrast enhancing tumor boundary.  Currently, radiological progression is 
defined as an increase in contrast enhancement, and this preliminary study for 
illustrates tumor invasion detectable prior to contrast enhancement.  This new 
image processing technique presents potential as a biomarker for tumor 
invasion allowing predictive modeling of regions with recurrence potential.   
Unlike methods which measure temporal change in ADC values (2), these 
models find spatial change in ADC, and are able to be created using one time 
point’s data.  Further histological validation studies are needed. 
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